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The Agenda


Ports: crucial nodes embedded in modern supply
chains.
 The contemporary port environment

& recent evolutions in
port strategy increase the importance of integrating ports in
transport systems in an efficient way.



Port regionalization:
 Rethink the integration of ports in the transport systems
 identify the various types of interactions that take place

between the actors of a port cluster - transport system.
 Need for a supervising entity to advance collective action

Port Regionalisation

Habitats of
logistics


Seaports: key constituents of
many supply chains



Gateway position:
opportunities for the
development of value-added
logistics.



Corridor development: large
logistics pool consisting of
several logistics zones.


Figure by: Notteboom & Rodrigue 2005

Seaports central nodes
driving the dynamics in large
logistics pool.

I. Port Value Chains
Port users are embedded in supply chains
but also organized as “Port value chains”

Figure by: Vitsounis 2011

Port Value Chains


Port competition: It is the total value offering that
competes







Companies do not compete straightforward

Different level of functional integration (High-low)
Interdependencies emerge
Strategy: the art of positioning a company in the right
place on the value chain
Firms might:



Either opt for fragmentation & disconnection
or: pursue co-creation of value in collaboration with other firms

Functional and spatial regionalisation



Increase of the integration of ports in transport
systems increases their complexity.

Figure by: Rodrigue 2011

Multiple actors in different landside settings
Gateway

Inland
Terminal

Distribution Customer
Center

Import-Based
Many Customers
•Function of population density.
•Geographical spread.
•Incites transloading.
•High priority (value, timeliness).

Repositioning
Supplier

Export-Based
Few Suppliers
•Function of resource
density.
•Geographical concentration.
•Lower priority.
•Depends on repositioning
opportunities.

Figure by: Rodrigue 2011

Multiple Operational Interactions in ports
(e.g. the case of a common user terminal setting)

Figure by: Vitsounis 2011

Multiple Commercial Interactions in Ports
(e.g. the case of a common user terminal setting)

Figure by: Vitsounis 2011

Results in Multiple Value Drivers (1/3)

Port
Setting

Shipping
company
(no dedicated
terminal)

Shipping
Company
(dedicated
terminal)

Shipping
company
(Feeder)

Freight Forwarders

Shippers

• Combination
of cost and
productivity

• Geographical
location of the
port

•Availability
of cargo

• Accuracy

• High rates

• Absence of
congestion in sea
and land

• Multimodality

• Social,
economic &
political
conditions

• Cost of
services

• Proximity with the
market

• Quality of
services
• Available
capacity of
hinterland
connections

• Connectivity
with hinterland
• Multimodality

• Captive market • Quality of
• Labour (skilled services
and flexible)

• Time spend • Productivity
• Cost
in a port
• Guarantee
of entrance

• Smooth customs
clearance
• Multimodality
• Large number of
different stevedores

• Sequence of
port of call in a
loop
• Days of arrival
and departure
• No delays
• Cost

Value Drivers (2/3)
Shipping
company
(no
dedicated
terminal)

Shipping
Lines

Shipping
Company
(dedicated
terminal)

Shipping
company
(Feeder)

Freight Forwarders

Shippers

 Reliability

 Lead times

 Space commitment

 Sequence

 Cost

of port of
call in a loop

 Transit time

 Days

 Direct

call (no
transhipment)

 Equilibrium

between
vessel size and number of
ports of call

of arrival and
departure (..don’t like
weekends)

Value Drivers (3/3)
Shipping
Shipping company
Shipping
Freight Forwarders
Company
(no financial
company
(financial stakes
stakes at the
(Feeder)
at the terminal)
terminal)
Terminal • Adaptation • Combination • Guarantee • Productivity
Operator
to their
of cost and
of
• Absence of
needs
productivity
entrance
congestion in
• Experience
• Time spent
sea and land
in a port
• Confidence
Port
Authority

•

Shippers

Marketing and promotion (image improvement ) aiming to attract larger volumes of
cargo
•
•
•

Active role in problems resolving,

Availability and exchange of information,

Coordination of port activities (“chain approach”).

The Challenges
1.

Vertical integration strategies of market players: Ports
increasingly competing within transport or supply chains.

2.

Port’s competitiveness increasingly dependent on external
co-ordination and control by outside actors. Ports are a subsystem in the logistics chain. Port choice becomes more a
function of network costs.

3.

Logistics integration in the transport industry: concentration of
power at the port demand side.

4.

Success of the port: the ability of the port community to fully
exploit synergies with other transport nodes and other
players within the logistics networks of which they are part.

The importance of thinking ‘freight’


Don’t think transport… think FREIGHT
 About industry’s supply chains, all modes
 Not just lorries, trains, ships and planes
 Not speed or post-panamax vessels,



but SERVICE and NETWORK of reliable CORRIDORS


Investments can be made to assure proper infrastructure links for
maritime access and hinterland connections

Q.
Who will monitor the port part of the
integrated transport system?

Develop MED Round
IAME 2009
Table, Athens, Dec 2009

Coordination and Cooperation

Source: Brooks, McCalla, Pallis, van der Lught, 2009

Coordination Mechanisms & Arrangements
MECHANISMS

ARRANGEMENTS INTRODUCED BY PAs

Introduction of
incentives and rules

Bonus, penalty, tariff differentiation, warranty, auction
of capacity, deposit arrangement, tariff linked with cost
drivers

Creation of inter-firm
alliances

Project-specific contract, standardized procedures,
standards for quality and service, formalized procedures,
access rules, offering a joint product

Changing scope

Risk bearing commitment, vertical integration,
introduction of an agent, a chain manager, an
auctioneer, or a new market

Creation of collective
action

Public governance by a government or port authority,
public-private cooperation, branch association
(Source: Van der Horst and De Langen, 2008)

EXAMPLES OF COORDINATING MECHANISMS
Scope

Alliances

Incentives &
rules

Collective
action

Port authority (PA) investments in inland intermodal terminals.
Examples: Barcelona’s PA in terminals in Zaragoza &Toulouse
(France); and Melbourne.
PA investments in hinterland rail freight connections (Rotterdam,
Amsterdam, Melbourne, Barcelona)
Joint investment by Port of Tacoma, rail carriers, terminal operators
to establish a Rail Command Center in the port.
Transformation of Port of Rotterdam’s port community system in
joint venture with Port of Amsterdam.
Agreed rules for decreasing the dwell time of containers at the
deep-sea terminals in Los Angeles and Long Beach.
Joint action of an association of inland barge terminals, the port
authority in Rotterdam and in-port barge terminals, to agree on
transhipment conditions for barges.
Investment in port community systems, by the Port of Rotterdam
and the Port of Barcelona.

Scope: PA’s developing best practices

Source: Brooks, McCalla, Pallis, van der Lught, 2009

Typology of Port Cooperation Activities
ACTIVITY
Marketing and
Business
Development

FORMAL
Joint advertising and promotional
activities
Establishing a joint marketing agency

Operations

Common training agreements
Joint application of new communications
technologies
Port development planning
Partnerships with other actors
Joint development of similar operating
practices
Port representatives participating in other
Technical assistance in port
ports
management
Joint investments in hinterland
Common positions at
infrastrastructure
international fora
Joint management of port expansion
Formation of (inter)national cooperative
organizations
Joint environmental protection initiatives • Information sharing on enviCoordinated investment: safety & security ronmental programs

Administrative

Regulatory

INFORMAL
Seeking joint clients
Exchange of experts
Promote the use of each other’s
facilities
Information exchange on
terminal management
Sharing of information on port
development
Exchange of experts
Joint studies

EXAMPLES OF COOPERATION INITIATIVES
Marketing and
Business
Development

Algeciras, Dover, Calais, and Tangiers Med cooperate in
marketing, commercial development, and the management of roro terminals.

Operations

Trieste (Italy) and Koper (Slovenia). Integration of financial
resources (a capital tie-up) and technical cooperation for building
a rail line - possibility of a partnership involving railway
operators and logistics companies.

Administrative

PA of Strasbourg (France) and PA of Kehl (Germany). Each PA
has three representatives participating on the Administration
Council of the other PA

Regulatory

Seattle, Tacoma and Port Metro Vancouver continue to work on
the Northwest Ports Clean Air Strategy. Such an effort involves
regulatory, administrative and operational cooperation that is both
informal and formal.

Concluding remarks


The Port Authority has a key role to
coordinate an extended transport system
comprising by many actors, infrastructures
and rules.



The PAs have to advance the formation of
initiatives having onboard all stakeholders.



A vital role of PAs as ‘cluster managers’
integrating ports in supply chains
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